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Group-invariance under infinitesimal transformations is used to generalte a wide class of 
solutions of some Fokker-Pianck equations. The partial differential equation in two varialbiezi is 
reduced to an ordinary differential equetion; reduction of the latter to standard forms is noted in 
most cases. Some of the known exi!;ting solutions are obtained as particular cases., Only 
self-similar types of solutions are discussed. The appearance of a free parlameter that can be 
treated as an eigenvaiue (or transform variable) offers flexibility in constructing new soiutioins. 
Some solutions of this parabolic equation have wave-like features. The generail results can also be 
used to solve some types of moving-boundary problems. 
I Infinitesimal transformations, self-similar solutions -1 
1. Introduction 
The Fokker-Planck equation serves as a mathematical model for a number of 
problems in physical and biological sciences (see [l, 4-7,9-l3,17-191). It arises 
from a diffusion approximation of some stochastic processes regarcted as Markov- 
ian and continuous. It is a beneralized diffusion equation governing the evolution of 
the probability density in time. For the two-variable case, to whilch attention is 
restricted here, the equation can be written in the form 
$= A(x)$+ B(x)$ C(x)u. u 0 .I 
The functions A, B, C vary with the model. The right member i2; 
form (~2[~41(x)u]/8~2) +@[Az(x)u]/ih), which can, however, be 
form (1.1). A number of known solutions of this equation are 
however, no “straight-forward” method appears to exist for their 
n this study a class of sclutions is produced by using the m 
invariance under infinitesimal transformations; known s~ll~tions 
particular cases. Though variabIe=separable types can also be obtain 
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the:r;e are excluded from consideration. Only self-similar types of solutions are 
pre!;en ted. 
2. The method of group-invariance 
A short resume of the ideas ini the technique, as it applies to the given equation, is 
first given. Invariance of the differential operator and of the solution surface are the 
two key requirements [2,8, M-16]. Further, cr)nsideration is limited here tc 
invariance under infinitesimal transformations. (For more general considerations, 
see [8? 161.) Consider the transformations 
x’ = x -I- EX(X,, t), t’ = t -I- ET(x, t), ut = u + dJ(u, x, t) (2 1) , 
where E is a small parameter defining the group, By retaining terms of order up to 6 
only, one can see ([a]‘:) that the derivatives transform as 
du’ au 
z- ax __+q.Y+(!!&~)g__gx!!], 
t)'Tdu ..,~Ta”u ; a*u & 2 
i > au2 dx ax2 at 
(2 2) . 
(2.3 
(2 4) . 
It is, of ‘Tour!;e, possiible to assume [2] that X, T almso depend on u ; the expressions 
for trar;sforrnations of derivatives (2.2-2.4) get more lengthy. However, it can 
finally be seer1 that such a dependence drops out. This result seems to hold always, 
at lealst for linear cases. 
The Rrst rlequirement of invariance (of the differsntial operator) implies that u’ 
satisfies, as a: function of x’, t’, the same differentA equation (1.1) as u. Substitute 
for the varialbles3 and derivatives from (2.1-2.4); since u also satisfies (l.l), terms of 
order u mus:t vanish. In this expression substitute for (au/&) the right melmber of 
(1.1). Then equate the coefficients of different derivatives1 of u and the term not 
coin iaining iu -derivatives, regarded as independent, to zero. These equations 
providle constraints in the form of partial differential equatil>ns for the determina- 
tion of X, T, U. 
The second requirement of ianvariance (of the sdlution surface in [u, x, t] space) 
implie:s that u, u’ are the same functions of their arguments. This gives a first order 
partial differential equation [2] as 
’ After this work was completed there appeared a book (31 b,y the same authors, where their work on 
this pro;blem is presented. The present author, thanks the referee for pointing this out. 
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p+J&L 
Tit ax 
- u. t2*3 
This equati:>n is solved by the use of the method of characteristics, which are 
given as solutions of any two ordinary differential equations obtained from 
dt ldx du -==-.=-_ 
T x u* (2.6) 
Since X, T depend on x, t only, the differential equatioln 
dx X 
dt=-T 
(2.6a) 
can directly be integrated. Let the integral be given bjy 
4(s 0 = COllStiHlt~ t2-7) 
Then 5 is the similarity variable. Consider then the differential equation 
du -= U(u, x, t) 
dt W, t) ’ . 
In this equation, substitute for x from (2.7) as x = x(4; t); now, if 6 is treated as a 
constant, it can be integrated to give, say, 
u = clonstant Cl@, t). 
Then the general self&milar solution is given by 
u = L,(x, t)v(t) (2.10) 
where 6 in D must be regarded as a function of x, t. 
To find the ordinary differential equation satisfied by v(e), substitute (2.10) in 
(1.1) to obtain 
where prime denotes difIerentiation wilth respect to 6 throughout. 
After functions of x or t have been cancetled out as c 
coeficients of v and its derivatives should reduce t 
provides a cheick on (though not an assurance of) the corre 
A remark may be in order. One can choose, instead of 
equation from 1[2.6), (au/ax) = (U!X). Then one must subs& 
J nd proceed as before, treating 5 as 
choice made hlxe turns out to be more c 
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that follow from the invariance of the differential 
operaror for (2.1). W!ren the details described earlier ,are carried out, the coefficient 
of (#u/dxdt) and j&d/8x j” vanish, yielding 
T = T(t), u = $(x, t)u -I- ggx, t). (3 1) . 
Equating the coefkient of (a’lc/&“) to zero gives a differential equation as 
8X X CM 1 dT ----“=-- 
dx 2A dx 2 dt’ 
(3.2) 
Solving this equation, the x-dependence of JC is ~zompletely determined as < 
X = Xo(t)vA + $I(x)dA$ (3 3) . PI 
iwhere I(x) = sx (h/VA) and X0(t) is an arbitrary function of t. 
The vanishing of the coefficient of (au/ax) yields 
(3 4) . 
Using 43.:3) for X, one can integrate this out (a sheer coincidence!) to give 
IdX0 12d2T _----- 
2 dt 8 dt2 * (3 5) 
. 
The last of the constraints i the vanishing of the term that is independent of the 
derivatives of u ; this gives two relations: 
(3.6a) 
(3.6b) 
The equation governing is the same as the original one. No ol4ous solution; of 
~11ls equation are possible to obtain except he trivial one g = 0. Therefore, excc,pt 
in the last section devoted eo the discussion of the results, this function g will be 
taken to be zero throughout. The constraint on d (3.6b), however, is a crucial one. It 
is decisive in determining completely X, T, f and the structure of the solutilon. From 
using in (3.6b) the expression for f in (3.9, there results: 
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a+ 1d2T Id’X;, 12d3T ----- ----=” 
dt 2 dt2 2 dt2 8 dt3 
Since this relation holds for all x, coefficients of indepeindent functions of x’ must 
vanish. These conditions provide differential equatiom;, with t as independent 
variable, relating f& X0, T and their time derivativeas. However, without the 
knowIedge of the specific forms of A, B, C, there is no general way of recognizing 
independent functions of J in (3.7), so one is forced to consider individual cases 
separately. Subseq {lent work in this study deals with knc:bwn specific ases where a 
solution is known for each case; not onEy is this solution shown to be included as a 
particular case of one type, but a whole new class of solutions is also presented. 
Last, as one sees l?om (Z.(5), X0 = p = 0 leads to the variable-separable form of 
solution. Examples chosen here are only those for which self-similar type solutions 
exist; further, the <variable-separable type for these exalmples i not dwelt u 
though the solutions do give this as one type. 
4. Application 
Five examples are discussed here to illustrate the theory presented above. These 
are chosen for the interesting nature of the solutions, but they are by no means 
claimed to be unique; there may be other similar exa’mples and perhaps more 
interesting ones. Al/so, most of the subsequent details involve straight-forward but 
lengthy algebra, integrations, and differentiations. Thcrlefore, elaboration is pr 
sented only in the first case. In other cases, an intermlediary step is noted if it 
involves- lengthy work. 
4.1. Example 1 
Consider first {the well-known Ornstein-Uhlenbeck difIerentia1 e 
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a $= $$+ @,(x&d). 
The relation (3.7:) now turns out to be 8 quadratic equation in x; 
coefficients x2 and :r;~ to zero yields differential equations for 4” arid 
vanishing of t e c!Dnstant term provides a di~erenti~m 
equations are quite elementary. Integrating them, 3ne obtain%, 
T = a?*+ bs-*+ c, X := dr + e7-l + px(ar* - b6*), 
f = h + bpT-* - d/3x? - a/3’x2r2. 
(41.2) 
The six arbitrary constants a? b, c, d, e, A alre the free parameters and generate a
sextuple-infir& number of solutions. Of course, boundary and/or initial conditions 
limit their values. The equation (4,.1) has translational invariance with respect o 
time; therefore it can be replaced by t f to for arbitrilry t; for r, this gives 
multiplicative invariance. One can replace 7 by k~ for arbitrary k, Such solutions 
are not :regarded as distinct types. A further interesting feature pertains to the 
iparameter A ; it occurs only in fi wtlile X, T are independent of it. Therefore the 
similarity variable 5 is also independent of h. This parameter can therefore serve as 
an eigen-value or as a transform parameter. These features are shared by all the 
solutions in this work, 
For the prese:nt equati0n (4.1 .l), discussion will be limited to those cases where 
T-+0 as 7 + 1 (or t +O), since these appear to be of greatest interest in 
applications. This constraint reduces the number of parameters by unity by 
requiring the sum a + 6 + c to vanish. Even with this limitation, five types of 
solutions can be given. IIt is possible to obtain all these types from a single solution 
by a limiting process [2]; however, the work becomes quite lengthy. It is easier to 
obtain the types directly and separately. 
(i) Let T = 1 - F2 9 implying c = - b = 1 a = 0 an@. 9 ? * 
X = p(d7 + er-‘) + /3x?-*, f = PA - PT-* - P*drx. (4.1.3) 
Here, &i, e, h are taken as &l times d, e, A for convenience. Such choices for 
convenience are made throughout for arbitrary constants. 
The differential equation determining the similarity variable is 
dx x + r(dr*+ e) 
qy= g-f * (4.1.4) 
Integrating this, one obtains the similarity variable 6 as 
s =- “I;;&‘- dd(7,* - 1). (4.1.5) 
Then, to determine U, the clther characteristic equation is taken as 
ldu_ AT 1 
dE( ) -p-m- wlr ?*-I 7(?*-1) r*-1 X? . (4.1.6) 
Substitute here f0r x in terms of 5 from (4.1.5) and rearrange terms to get 
(4J.7) 
A - 1 + d&d + e)p. However, since A is arbitrary, lthe 
his involves just renaming the arbitrary constant. 
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this procedure will be adopted throughout this study; indeed,, the pertinent results 
are contained in the expressions defining thle similarity variable (4.1.5), the solution 
(4.1.8), and the new differential equation l(4.1 JO). . 
Integrate (4.1.7) with respect o t, treating 6 as a constant. Then one has 
u = ~(S)W,O, 
8) = r[r2 - 1](1’2)exp - d [td(# - 1) + $&‘I. (4.1.8) 
It must be stressed that 5 in (4.1.8) has to be regarded coo/t as constant, but as a 
function of x, r given by (4.1.5). 
The equation to be s atisfied by o(c) is obtained from (2,,11) as 
(4.1.9) 
IEvaluate the derivatilves, ubstitute, simplify by substituting x in terms of (E, T), 
and cancel a common factor of [r’/(r’ - l)]. This yields the equatisn for U, 
V’I + p&’ - Apv = 0. (4.1.10) 
To &Bbtain the only known solution [7,18], choose h = - 1, integrate once, set the 
constant as zero, and iintegrate again to obtain 
7 
U = 
t/( T2 I _ l,; exp ( - 4 Pt2)m 
(4.1.N) 
Of course, a constant multiplier is omitted. To see other possible solutions, 
choose h = - n - 1. Then the solution v,, for any n is obtained in terns of u. by 
d” 
& 
= ‘F v”- 
(4.1.12) 
ILast, “remove the fiirst derivative term” from (4.1.10) by means of the substitu- 
tion v=wexp( - d ps”). Then w satisfies 
wU= {fP”~‘i- h +#}w, (4.1.13) 
which has solutions in terms of Hermite functi’ons. 
(ii) Consider next the case Q = - c = 1, b = 0. After appropriately renami 
other constants and carrying out the procedure as before, one .obtains 
v”-/3&+--(2h +l)v =o, 
T2-1 A = ( 1 P exp-4 r2 
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(iii) With c = 0, - 6 = a = 1, one has 
~ r= XT + d + tv2 
5 
v7=i’ 
u = D(x, 7)v(6), VI” = /3(4A + p[‘)v, 
D 
?2-l A 
z -- 72 
( *4 _71)“’ I I exp - fp [([” + e2)T2 - 2e&/(T4 - l)ls 
(iv) Next, with 4 = b = - $ c = 2, there results 
5 
xvt2d =I d+e 
72_’ 1 + @2 _ ,)29 l.4 = WY 7)v(5:h 
(v) Last let a = I, b = A+‘, c = -(1+p2) to yield .- 
5 = 
XT + d + e1(T2 - e2) 
I( r2 _ l)(r2 -$ P2)]‘s/2,9 el = 
4[e+i(1*p2)d] 
(1 7 c_c2)2 ’ 
e2 =: 14icL2 1 
2 ’ u = 2(17 p2)) u = D(& +@I, 
v”-(lq.2)/3~vr-p[(l+2AE(1~~2)72~2p52]v =o, 
(4.1.15) 
(4.1.16) 
(4.1.17) c 
X exp( - $/3[((‘+ ef)~~ - 2e1&/((r2 - l)(r2 r p’))]). 
. 
4.2. Example 2 
Consider next another problem from genetics [71 whose solution has quite an 
analogy with the above one. The differential equation is 
$7 = /?$(XU,- a$(xu). 
With 7 = exp(cut), the functions (X, T,f) are given by 
T=ar+br-‘+c, X=a(av-br-‘)x, 
f=A-a(,,-+-‘) -$ bxT-‘. 
The diRerent sohrtion types are now easily written down. 
(i) 6 := $--, u = f&$f 
7 v(6), jgv” + (cut + 2P)v’ - aAv = 0. 
(4.2.1) 
(4.,2.2) 
(4.2.3) 
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00 6 =$iy W =7(7-l)*-’ [exP- ($)I u(S)* 
p&J” + (2p - a5)v’ - a(A + 1)v = 0. 
(iii) t=*9 U =$f#qexp-(jz&J]U(() 
p@“+2pFI’-- 2cuh +$)v =o. 
( 
p&” + (2a6 + 2/3)v’ + 
( 
$5+2-A)v=O. 
The known solution [7] is obtained by taking the solution of (4.2.6) as 
where If0 is the zero-order modified Bessel function. 
(v) Last is the case with factors of T distinct, with results 
. 
5’(7&a)’ u = wx, r)v(t), 
D = __ (7-l&p) (exp( -c~)]If$yy 
tti.5 
(4.2.4) 
(4.2.5) 
(4.2.6) 
(4.2.7) 
(4.2.8) 
~~V”~-{2~+(l+~)a5)0’+ l+ &~l_h(lTp))nu =O, 
( 
4.3. Example 3 
Consider the model equation discussed by Kimura [al]. Resealing time and 
writing x for (x - x0), yields the equation 
au a* 
-g = ,,~(x’u) + mj$4). 
When groulp-invariance is used, the functions turn out to be 
T - at2 + Bit + c, X = (et + d)x + f(2at + b)xr, 
f =: A - i(m a+ 3)(et + d) - S(m + 1)2(at2 + bt + c)- $(2at + b) += 
- 4{e + $(m + 3)(2at -I=+ b))z - !uz*, 
with a, !+ c;, d, e, h as arbitrary constants. 
An important feature of this case is that, besides translational inv 
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respect o time, due to homogeneity in X, all the work remains the same if x is 
replaced by x -- x0 for arbitrary x0. This is not, however, translational invariance as 
applied to time sinice the equation does change form under this1 change of variable 
from x to (X - x0). The solution types now are: 
+=[A +;dt+i(nr +3)d]v, (4.3.3) 
Fxom the above, the known solution, except for constant multiplier [ll], is _, 
obtsined with A = d = 0, aind v = 1, by taking (X - x0) for x and recognizing the 
identity x = exp(log x). The general solution can be written in terms of Airy 
functions. 
(ii) T = t, 6 = y- 2q/t, ti==D(x,t)v(r), vtt-&v’-Av=O, 
(4.3.4) 
D;Ix, t) = I* exp- I(e2 + (m + 3)e + b(m + l)‘}t + 1(2e + m + 3)&/t]. 
Elimin&ting the first derivative term by means of substitution v = w csxp( - Qe*), 
one obtains w in terms of parabolic cylinder functions. 
(iii) The case a = b = 0, considered trivial when X0 = 0, seems to be of interest 
now. One gets 
6 ’ = 2 -aet2-- dt, rd = w9 t)v(6), 
vtt + (m + 3 + d)v’ + {A =+- f(m G 3)d + S(m + 3)2 + 4ee)u = 0, (4.35) 
{A +f(m +3)d +i(m +3)a}r +%e(d + m +3)t2+&e2t3=f+&], 
Removing the first derivative term by means of the transformation v = 
w exp -2 f(m + 3 + d)& one gets for w the equation 
WV-(A -.3d’+hef)w ==O (4*3,5a) 
which has a solution in terms of Airy function that has wave-like features, These 
interest since wave-solutions of nonlinear parabolic equations have 
at attention recently [la]. 
obtained with T 
wi,th 
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4.4. Example 4 
Another example which bears resemblance tothe ca!!;e above is given [U, I1 ] by 
au a2 
Zi;=&l-X2)%4* (4.4‘1) 
With the notation .z = log[(l -t- x)/(1 - x)], the needed fuslctions turn out to be 
T= at*+bt+c, X = (1-u x”)(et + d + $(2,nt t b)z}, 
~4.4.2~ 
f ZE A - at* - ~b+fa)t+3(et~d)x~~(2at+b)rz-~e~-~~~f, 
The solution types that now fo?iow are: 
(i) T = t*, & = z f 2e + (d/t), u =: D(x, t)ui(&), 160” = (& - 16h)o, 
D = [t(l - x*)3]‘-‘~2’exp - [f+t+~{~*t~.~~..-~}]. 
Known sofution 19,111 follows from this with A = d = 0, while the general 
solution can be written in terms of Airy functions. 
(ii) With T = t, me has [t/t = z + 4d - 4et, u = Do, 
8v”+&G2Av =o 
t” 
(4.4.4) 
D = (1 _ #/‘exp- [t + ie(&vt + zet)], 
The reduction to standard form is analogous to (4.3.4). 
(iii) It’ =: 1, 6 = z - et* - 2dt, u = u(g)D(x, t), 
4~” + 2du’- [A + 1 + (1/4)et]v == 0 
1 ~4.4.~~ D * (1 _ ,2y7jWp - [ - At + 4e(& + fd + dt5)). 
The solution is again expressed in terms of Airy functions, 
(iv) The last type, as in sarlkr CISBS, is ~~t~in~~ with T = 1 t’ f ~‘1, and takes 
tht: form 
with P(t) havin the same rn~~ni~~g 8% in (4s2.6). 
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functions are approximated by means of polynomials. The governing equation is 
With 2n = 2p + 1 #O,, the functions are 
T = at2 + 6t + c, 2nX = (2at t 6)x, 
df = hn2+ n(n - 1)at - ax2”. 
(4.5.1) 
(4.5.2) 
One can see in this case that, for 1% = 10 st VlO, the coefficient of X0 vanishes, 
giving more general results with X0 a linear function of t. The results in (4.52) 
correspond to X0 =E 0. 
Ditierent types of solutions follow as before. 
(i) T = t2, ft = dc”, u = w, Ov([), 
n2t2v” + n(2 -L 3p1)5tr’ + 4(p2 - ht”)v = 0, (4.53) 
D = +(‘Wnl 
which has the solution 
(ii) T=t., & = x”, u = t”v(dJ), 
ra2t2t3”+ e[& - n(n - l)]v’+ (p’- h&J)v = 0. 
With v = t@“‘) w(q), qn2 = Q there results, 
(45.4) 
(4.5.5) 
(4.5.6) 
For A = (p/n) - 1, one has a solution w = exp( - q) which yields the known 
solution [12]. More generally, with q = - 6, A = (pl.n) + 4, it reduces to 
&*(1-@+qw ::=o (4.5.7) 
with solutions in terms of Laguerre polynomials (or functions). 
(ii], iv) With 17 P denoting thue same functions as in (4.3.6), these cases yield 
&VT = x”, u = v(t)PATq exp- [(g2t)/n9], 2~14 =n - 1, 
1 
(4.58) 
n2~‘v”+ n(2-3n)@‘+4 p2--At2f;;i 
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5. Discussion d the results, prospects an 
Using the method of group-invariance, it may be possibht to obtain self-similar 
solutions and reduce a partial differential equation in n-independent variables to 
one in (n - 1)variables [14,16]. By using the method successively, it may be 
possible to reduce the equation to an ordinary one [16]. In the present study, 
infinitesimal transformations are used to reduce a partial differential equation in 
two variables to one in one variable; multi-dimensional problems uggest them- 
selves as subjects of future studies. A more interesting, question is: What should an 
ordinary differential equation be reducible to? The author believes that it should be 
possible to reduce two-point boundary value problems to an initial value problem. 
This is of great practical advantage for numerical integration, especially for 
nonlinear equations, for which the method holds equally well [14]. The only known 
technique for this purpose is Bellmann’s imbedding theory. 
Illustrations presented here are only those for which self-similar type solu,tions 
exist. ,‘.pplication to some problems leads only to variable-separabk types. (This 
also holds for examples considered here as particular cases.) Consider the 
generalization [9] oi! the case considered in Section 4.4, written as 
- x2) + ba(l - x*)*]u. 
The case in 4.4 corresponds to a0 = 0. If one studies the case with BO = 0, th 
possible solution turns out to be the vaP Me-separable type. The solution is 
obtained as series in Gegenbauer polynomials [9,1 l]. Failure of the present 
technique does not imply nonexistence of self-similar solutions. Use of more 
general considerations [S, 161 may be worth investigation. 
Indeed, the general problem (5.1) is also solved [9] by a Galerkin-type method 
using orthogonal polynomials. There is nothing wrong with series solutions excs:pt 
their notorious lowness of convergence as t --) 0 %or singular problems. Self-sit&l 
solutions can be closed-form ones and offer a great advantage. When these are not 
available, it may be advantageous toseek: the solution as a sum of singular part and 
regular part and then use Galerkin-type method. The same can be said abalut 
attempts to sum serves solutions [6] to obtain closed solutions. Self-simitar 
solutions can be regarded as asymptotically valid in certain regions, even if not valid 
for the whole region of interest. 
Consider last the effect of the nonvanislhing g, which was taken as zero in all these 
illustrations. The result may be a nonhomogeneous equation for o [2,15]. 
general integral representation is always possible. As an example, for the case i
4.1, one obtains, with the same D(x, t) 
It must be remembered that g and D must be expressed in te 
integrand and that 5 is to be treated as a constant in t 
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The difficulties ‘lie in carrying out the integrations to obtain a closed1 solution. The 
function g has to be a solution of the original equation. The choice for g as 
constant-times the solution in (4.1) will only imply that the constant must be zero 
(perhaps obvious). Next to zero, which is a solution of the governing equation, one 
may be tempted to consider constant for g, but it is not an allowed choice for any of 
Fokker-Planck equations except when A2 is a constant. (Note th& form given under 
(Ll).) The choice of a steady-state solution g = exp[ - (l/2)px2] (the other is more 
complicated) in no way simplifies integration. Analogous discussion can be given 
for other cases, too. 
The object here has been to produce as many self-similar solutions as possible. 
J’he end conditions for bounded interval, conditions at infinity \Eor unbounded 
r#ions, and behavior at the source-point for source problems impose restrictions 
on the free parameters. The possibility of treatilllg A as an eigenvalue or transform 
parameter provides much flexibility in considering such constraints. Last,, these 
general solutions offer an opportunity for consitdering moving-boundary problems 
of some types [2,5]. 
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